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This dissertation studies the language in “An Unofficial History of Wan Li 
Period”, which is a work of historical materials of Ming Dynasty, by using the 
theories and study methods of exegesis studies, lexicology, semantics, and 
lexicography. The dissertation focuses upon its value in lexicological study and 
lexicographical study, and it has also done some work of collation and adding 
punctuation marks. “An Unofficial History of Wan Li Period” can be considered as a 
treasure-house for lexicological study and dictionary compilation, as the new words 
and new senses as well as the oral expressions appeared in “An Unofficial History of 
Wan Li Period” have greatly enriched the vocabulary of modern Chinese, and have 
provided abundant language materials for the compilation of large and medium-sized 
Chinese dictionaries. One of the biggest flaws of meaning description in traditional 
and modern dictionaries is that they have not paid much attention on the accurate 
description and definition of the meaning register of a lexical unit or a sense. This is a 
defect of dictionary compilation, and one of the reasons why readers can not grasp 
and use the words comprehensively and accurately. When defining the lexical 
meanings, the dissertation pays special attention to the accurate definition of the 
meaning register of a sememe, and it has pointed out some meaning register mistakes 
in sememes description (The meaning registers are generally too narrow.) in many 
authoritative reference books; it has also done some practical modifications. When 
defining the lexical meanings, this dissertation, with the guidance of the theories of 
lexicology, semantics, and lexicography, makes use of practically all the methods of 
meaning description and definition in traditional exegesis, with inductive and 
deductive as the most used methods, and the application range of deductive method 
being enlarged. The historical terms in “An Unofficial History of Wan Li Period” are 
many, and it is quite necessary to collect and explain them all. The important roles 
“An Unofficial History of Wan Li Period” plays in lexicography are as follows: 1. to 
supplement new entries; 2. to add new senses; 3. to modify definitions; 4. to 
supplement illustrations; 5. to advance the earliest illustrations; 6. to update the latest 
illustrations. The purpose and significance of ancient book collation are to present a 
most precise, most reliable and most improved possible version to the readers. By 













methods of proofreading, including comparing different editions of the book, editing 
by referring to the context, referring to other related materials, as well as using the 
author’s own learning and self-cultivation, this dissertation has corrected many 
mistakes in the three most authoritative collated and punctuated editions of “An 
Unofficial History of Wan Li Period”, and it has corrected the mistakes exists in the 
photo-offset copy of the old handwritten copy itself.  
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的后果是：《汉语大词典》这部 “古今兼收，源流并重”，收词 37 万多条，洋洋





















































    2.词语例释。主要考释一批《万历野获编》中未被工具书收录亦未见有前修
时彦考证过的词语或义项，纠正一些见于《万历野获编》而《汉语大词典》等工
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